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of borrowing, and political Labour; but space forbids to give-even a cursory account of .the discussion of these subjectg. There are, besides, great partions of these volumes on which nothing has been said. The subjects of immigration, wages, and prices receive exhaustive treatment regarding the different periods. Even " The Recrudescence of Bushranging" obtains its separate chapter. A living inte-rest attaches to the chapters on "The Question of tlhe QChinese " and "The Introduction of Coloured Labour into Queensland"; and tlhe treatment of a "White Australia " is only disappointilng because it fails to urge the lesson, "Be fruitful and multiply," as a corollary to the accepted Australian view on the subject. A concluding, chapter on-"The Federation of Australia" might have been omitted, as it covers ground adequately dealt with elsewhere.
In rising from the perusal of these weighty volumes written by a strong sympathiser with Australian democracy, wherein, assuredly, nothing is set down in malice, if no attempt is made to extenuate past blunders, the reader's last. thought will perhapsbe the good fortune that has attended t-he country at more than one crisis of its history. This may have helped to breed the optimism which seems indigenous to t-he soil and race. In the clear air and genial climate of Australia the answer of a selfconfident and energetic race to the warnings of economic history will probably still be, even in times of stress, "0 passi graviora dabit deus his quoque funemn!" After a useful description of -the position of women in the metal trades before the war, the report contains an outline-history of the processes of labour dilution in munition work, covering the Further, the author sees and pourtrays with such vividness the worker's point of view and the deficiencies of employers and of departments in dealing with the problem of ,the woman munition maker, that sh-e does not do justice to the equally "human" obstacles to the enforcement of any consistent policy in the constant though varied opposition from the skilled, workman to dilution in. all its forms.
The whole story is primarily one of wages; and, if an economic moral were needed, it might turn on the need for very much clearer thinking in the country as a whole about principles of payment, and for m.uch more information about actual wages and earnings, than even the war period produced. If the country was to have munitions, it must dilute skilled labour with unskilled recruits, male and female; if the artisan's standard wage rates were to be protected, he must have safeguards for these rates stronger than those supplied by collective bargairning; if women on skilled or unskilled "men's work " were to have special protection, other women employed on munition work must in fairness and in the interests of output have protection for their' standard of living. It was by these progressive stages, in th, midst of intense pressure for output, and with little support either from pre-war organisation or from any consistent opinion among employers, employed, or the country at large, that the Governinent was committed to the interpretation of the two delusively siimple shibboleths of "equal pay for equal work" and "a living wage" for the women on "men's" and on "women's" work respectively. Hence, in part, the difficulty of their application.
With regard to the establishment of a "liing wage," the repGrt insists strongly on the dilatoriness of its enforcement and on its incomplete adjustment to changing prices. It does not enter into the production difficulty caused by a hasty introduction of a flat minimum (or standard) rate for "women's " work, but it draws a fair moral as to the influence of collective bargaining, as shown by the comparative attention paid to the claims of women on ''men's " and on "women's " work respectively.
In discussing at greater-le-ugth the Government's interpretation (described as "crude and disihgenuous ") of the, principle of equal pay for equal work, the report makes detailed recommendations on the future position of the woman substitute. Thus a woman employed on men's work shall, it is urged, receive both the time rates or the piece rates "customarily paid for the job," unless the employer is able to show, to the satisfaction of the trade union or joint committee concerned, that one of the three following qualifying conditions is present. (1) That the woman needs training. The main report would allow a definite probationary period at lesssthan standard rates; but Mr. Cole and his co-signatories in a minority report dissent, on the ground that the employer should bear the cost of training. (2) That "a re-.adjustment has been made in the process of such a character as would customarily lead to the employment of a different class of labour." In this case of definite evolution in the industry a lower rate-that of the unskilled or semi-skilled man-is again suggested; although the woman taking the much-discussed "part or portion " of a skilled man's job, through the mere subdivision of processes, should be secured his full rate of pay. The minority reports again urge that any reduction should be subject to the "most careful watching " and to detailed collective bargaining. (3) " That in order to meet the separate needs of female labour a chalnge or changes have been made in working conditions increasing the cost of production to the employer." In this case the only deduction recommended is that of the bare cost to the employer,--with the maintenance of a minimum rate for women. Here, again, two of the minority reports urge strongly that no such reduction should be permitted, 'ailthough Mr. Button (of the A.S.E. and the Committee on Production) grounds his opposition to the main report on "the favoured position it proposes for women."
The report brings out forcibly, despite its very apparent bias, the extreme difficulties, some genuine and some factitious, in the introduction of women into a highly organised and exclusive trade, and in the interpretation of "equal pay." It is wprth reading for this alone, quite apart from its practical suggestions, and for the moral already deduced of the need for much better
